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In the first part of this paper, nonlinear prediction theory of vector valued 
random variables in Orlicz spaces is presented. The spaces need not be reflexive 
and the results of this part are essentially best possible for these spaces. The 
second part considers operator valued martingales in the strong operator topology 
and various convergence theorems are proved for them. Again the results are 
optimal for the Orlicz space situation. These are specialized to the scalar case 
showing that the well-known martingale convergence theorem can be obtained 
from the well-known Andersen-Jessen theorem. A few applications are also 
given. The same ideas and methods of computation unify the otherwise almost 
independent parts. 
1. Introduction 
This paper is presented in two parts consisting of an abstract treatment of the 
nonlinear prediction and operator-valued martingale convergence theorems, 
both of which have at the root the following result: If L1 is the Lebesgue space 
of summable functions on a probability space (Q, 2, P) and H CL1, then (by a 
classical theorem of de la VallCe Poussin’s) H is uniformly integrable if and 
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only if there is a convex function @ on the line such that Q(O) = 0, [@(t)/t] + co, 
1 - co, (i.e., @ is a Young’s function), and supIEX Jn @(If I) dP < co, (cf., e.g., 
[ 16, p. 191). This result can be stated alternately as follows: H C L1 is uniformly 
integrable if and only if H is contained in a bounded part of an Orlicz space L@ 
on (Q, 2, P), where @ is a Young’s function with [@(t)/t] --f cc as t - co. 
(For an account of LO spaces, see [12].) This formulation enables a use of the 
theory of Orlicz spaces yielding new results in probability when uniform 
integrability is important. This point of view has not been exploited in the past. 
In this paper I shall present, using this viewpoint, some new results on nonlinear 
prediction theory of vector-valued random variables unifying and greatly 
extending the previously known cases, and some results on the strongly (not 
uniformly) measurable operator martingales which have not yet been treated. 
Briefly, the nonlinear prediction problem can be stated as follows. Let 
vn > n 3 11 be a sequence of (scalar) random variables (r.v.‘s) on Sz, and Y 
is another T.v., also on Q. Then the problem is to find a r.v. Y, (if it exists), 
which is a function of {X, , 71 3 I}, such that 
EC% E’ - yo I)) < E(@(l Y - Y’ I)), 
for any r.v. Y’ # Y on Q when the relevant expectations exist. (Here and 
elsewhere, E stands for the mathematical expectation on (Sz, Z, P), and @ 
is a nonnegative convex function.) If Y, is such a ‘predictor’ based on 
{Xi, 1 < i < n>, then investigate the pointwise and mean convergence of 
Y, to YO, as n + co. If Q(x) = x2, this gives the least-squares (nonlinear) 
prediction, and it is known that the (Y,} sequence forms a martingale so that 
Y, -+ Y, , a.e., and in the L2-mean. If D(x) = / x lp, 1 < p < co, the same 
result holds true, even though, if p # 2, {Y, , n 3 I} is no longer a martingale 
(cf. [2, 19, 201). Here the properties of uniform rotundity of the spaces were 
used crucially. However, as is well known, the uniformly rotund LP-spaces form 
a very small class of Orlicz spaces LO, and the methods, as they stand, do not 
extend to any larger class of LO spaces which are not uniformly rotund. The 
purpose of the first part of this paper is to prove a general result on the mean 
and pointwise convergence of predictors (Theorem 3.4) when @ is merely a 
Young’s function such that [@(t)/t] + cc as t - cc, and, moreover, the r.v.‘s 
may take their values in Banach spaces, and this result is the best possible in the 
context of LO-spaces. Thus the above-mentioned work is contained as a special 
case. 
The second part consists of mean and pointwise convergence theorems for 
strongly measurable operator-valued martingales. A noteworthy feature here (not 
found in the literature, to my knowledge) is the proof that the general (abstract) 
martingale convergence theorem (Theorem 4.5) is based, not on the usual 
upcrossings inequality of [8], used in all previous studies, but on the Andersen- 
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Jessen theorem of [l]. This th eorem, whose proof depends crucially upon a 
recent (abstract) isomorphism result of Uhl [26], is then used in proving the 
convergence theorems for operator martingales of Section 5. A few applications 
are made in Section 6. Again, the results presented in this part are best possible 
in the context of Orlicz spaces. 
Though the two parts are essentially independent of each other, the methods, 
in both cases, depend on certain weak compactness arguments, and some 
computations, which are similar, have been eliminated. Uniform integrability 
is important in this study, and hence, as mentioned at the outset, Orlicz spaces 
play an important role in both parts. As a consequence of the work, an example 
of nonreflexive rotund Banach space which has the property HL of Day [6, p. 1121 
is given. (Every uniformly rotund Banach space has the property HL .) This 
shows the extent to which the considerations of Lp-spaces, 1 < p < co, are 
hereby generalized. 
In the next section, some needed preliminaries, on Orlicz spaces, are given. 
Th e prediction problem itself is considered in the following section. Then 
Part II contains the convergence theory of operator martingales and a few 
applications. The main results of this paper were announced in [22] without 
proofs. Some proofs which are straightforward extensions of those in Linear 
Analysis [lo] have been condensed or omitted. Particularly in Section 2 and 
later, at the suggestion of a referee. 
PART I: NONLINEAR PREDICTION 
2 Preliminaries. 
This section contains some auxiliary results which are used in both parts of 
the paper. Let (Q, Z, P) be a probability space. If @(.) is a nonnegative, 
nontrivial, symmetric convex function such that Q(O) = 0, let L@(Z) be the 
subclass of all (equivalence class of) %-valued strongly measurable functions f 
on (Q, 2:) which satisfy N*(f) < co, where 
N@(f) = inf [k > 0: j,@ (F) dP < G(l)/, (2.1) 
and where 57 is a Banach (or B-) space with 1 . j as its norm. It is known that 
N@(.) is a norm under which L@(Z) is a B-space, and @( .) is called a Young’s 
function. The function Y(s) defined by Y(x) = sup{/ x 1 y - 0(y) : y 2 0), 
is also a Young’s function, called the complementary function (to CJ), so that 
xy < Q(x) + Y(Y), Q(1) + Y(l) = I, (2.2) 
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the Young’s inequality, holds. The second condition in (2.2) is a convenient 
normalization. It is known [28, p. 1731 that every pair of complementary Young’s 
functions (@, Y) can be normalized so that (2.2) holds. It will be assumed in 
what follows that [@(t)/t] 7 co as t -+ 03, and that the derivate @’ of @, which 
exists at all but a countable set of points on the line, exists at all points. (The latter 
is not a real restriction since @‘( .) can be redefined, by joining the discontinuities 
by straight line segments, so that it is continuous, (cf., [28, p. 251). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A B-space !Z is said to have the LRN (= Lebesgue- 
Radon-Nikodym) property relative to the measure space (Q, Z, P) if every 
(countably additive) measure v : .Z w %, which vanishes on P-null sets, has an 
integral representation relative to P, i.e., there is a (unique) strongly measurable 
f : Q t-+ S such that v(A) = sA f dP, A E Z, (Bochner integral). If f is weakly 
measurable and the integral is a weak integral (in the sense of Pettis), then % 
is said to have the weak LRN-property (uniqueness being omitted). 
It is known that if X is reflexive, or if 3 is a (separable) adjoint space of a 
B-space 9/, then 9” has the LRN-property. A class of Orlicz spaces having the 
weak LRN-property is given in Proposition 6.3. The LRN-property also holds 
if for any v the following sets are relatively weakly compact: 
v(E) 
I p:O < P(E),EEZ CX. f’(E) t 
For an account of the vector measures, see [7]. (All B-spaces below are real.) 
LEMMA 2.2. If d is a rotund (= strictly convex) B-space and L@(T) is the 
O&z space introduced above, where @‘( .) is continuous and W(t) 7 co as t 7 co, 
then L@(X) is also rotund. 
This result is an immediate consequence of [IS, Theorem 4 and Lemma 11. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A set H CL’(%) is uniformly integrable if X is bounded 
and for any E > 0, there is a 6, > 0 such that P(A) < 6, implies sA 1 f / dP < c 
for all f E 2F. 
Some known and some less known results related to the uniform integrability 
are contained in the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose the B-space 3 has the LRN-property. Let Ll(%) 
be the Lebesgue space, on (9, Z, P) of summuble S-valued functions. Then the 
following statements are equikaletzt: 
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1. SF CU(%) is uniformly integrable. 
2. A? CL@(%) is a bounded set for some Young’s function @ such that 
W( .) is continuous and W(t) 7 CO as t 7 co. 
3. Z C Ll(%) is relatively weakly sequentialZy compact. 
4. Z C LO(%) is relatively sequentially compact in the .&Y(AT*)-topology 
of L@(S), i.e., in o(L@(S), A?(%*))-topology, where @ is as in 2., and Y is its 
compl~~ta~y function, and A?“@?*) is the closed subspace of LY(%*) det~~~d 
by step function, the 9!“* be&g the adjo~nt space of St”. 
5. .X CU(%) is weakly relatively compact. 
6. ST CL*(%) is relatively compact in the a(L@(%), A”(%*))-topology 
where (Cp, Y) satisfy the conditions of 2. 
Proof. 1.02. is a consequence of the classical de la VallCe Poussin’s theorem 
(cf. [16, p. 191). That 1. -+ 3. is obtained from an extension of the classical 
Dunford-Pettis theorem [lo, pp. 293-2951. The details are long but straight- 
forward and will be omitted. That 3. o 5. and 4. G 6. are consequences of the 
Eberlein-Smulian theorem [IO, p. 4301. It will thus be sufficient to show that 
3. 3 4. since 6. G= 2. is obvious. 
3. * 4. Let s C L1(S) be weakly sequentially compact. Let if=‘,> C &’ be 
any weakly convergent sequence, so that v,(E) = jEfm dP, converges for 
each E E Z. Hence v,(E) -+ v,(E), E E 2, and va is a countabfy additive P- 
continuous set function. By the LRN-property of I, there is an f. E&S?) with 
v,(E) = sEfO dP, E E Z, and limn+co sn (f,, - fO , h) dP = 0, h fLm(S?*). But 
3. o 2. by the preceding paragraph. So there exists a a(,) satisfying the 
conditions of 4., such that X CL@(%) and is bounded. To show that f. E L&(.5?), 
let h be in L”(%*), and consider 
by Holder’s inequality for Orlia spaces (cf. [2X, p‘ 175-j) and the fact that .%’ 
is bounded in L@(%). (2.4) implies N*(fJ < co and so fO EL*(S). Since 
h E L”(%*) C AF(X*), and the former is dense in the latter, it follows that 
(2.5) 
This proves that fn -+ fO in cr(L@(S), &y(%*))-topology, which is 4. Hence 
l.+2.+3.*4o6.*2,and3.+-5. 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Let 3” be a B-space with the LRN-property and CD be a 
continuous Young’s function. If either (i) LO(%) is based on a non$nite measure 
space (52, Z, p) and G(x) > 0 f OY x > 0, OY (ii) L@(Z) is based on a probability 
space (Q, Z, P) and Cp is merely a continuous Young’s function, then LO(X) is 
sequentially complete in the topology of a(L@(%), &“(Z*)). In particular Ll(9.J 
is weakly (sequentially) complete. 
The proof can be based on [lo, p. 2911 and [13, p. 1621 using the LRN- 
property of X. 
The next lemma is crucial for the work of Section 3, and it is an extension 
of a result of F. Riesz and B. Sz.-Nagy, [24, p. 781. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let a(.) be a Young’s function such that W(x) 7 co as x 7 co. 
Let sup{@‘(x)/x : 0 d x < a, a > 0) = K. (i) If K < 00, then there is a constant 
0 < c < CO, such that for any x’ # 0 and any x, with the convention @‘(-x) = 
-W(x), one has 
@(x’) 3 CD(x) + Gqx)(x’ - x) + cqx - x’). (2.6) 
(ii) If K = co, let A, = {(x,x’) : i(x’/x) - 1 1 > a > O}. 
Then there is a constant 0 < c, < co, such that 
@(x’) 3 G(x) + @(x)(x’ - x) + C&,@(X - x’) + c&(&,(x - x’)2 T ) 
(2.7) 
where A,’ is the complement of A, and xa is the indicator of A. 
Proof. Since CD’(.) is continuous and increasing a”(.) exists at almost all 
points, by a classical theorem of Lebesgue. Assume that a”(.) exists at every 
point, for this proof, since the general case is easily obtained from this with a 
standard argument. Then (as most easily seen by drawing the graph ofy = P(x), 
and noting that CD(X) is the area under the curve between the ordinates at 0 
and x) one has for any 0 < x < x’, 
@(x’) - D(x) = (x’ - x) G’(x) + j”‘-” j” @“(Y + x) dr dt. (2.8) 
0 0 
In case (i), W(0) exists and W(x) 3 0 since @ is convex. Then a simple argument 
shows that for all s, x, in the above range, [W’(s + x)/@“(s)] 3 1 near the 
origin and is positive and may tend to infinity for x > 0. It then follows that 
there is a 0 < c < co such that @“(s + x) 3 c@“(s). Thus substituting the 
lower bound c@“(r) for @“(Y + x) in (2.8) and integrating, one gets (2.6) in this 
case. A similar reasoning holds for 0 < x’ < x and for other combinations; 
and the same inequality obtains. 
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In case (ii), however, Q“(O) does not exist (it may be + co) and so the bound 
should be obtained differently. So if A, = {(x’, x) : I(x’/x) - 1 1 3 a > 01, 
then on A, , case (i) can be used to yield a constant 0 < ciQ < 03, such that 
(2.6) holds. On A,’ where / x’ - x 1 < ax, consider x@“(r + x)/@‘(x). This 
quantity is 21 for all r > 0 at the origin. Otherwise, it is positive on the closure 
of A,‘. Thus for all r 3 0, there is a constant 0 < c,, < 03 such that 
x@“(r + .z),@‘(x) 3 cza > 0. Substituting, from this, for @“(r + x) in (2.Q 
one gets the last term to be at least as great as ~a,& - x)” @‘(x)/x. Taking 
c, -= minfc in , c?,) > 0, and substituting the lower estimates of the last term 
of (2.8) on A, and A,‘, one obtains (2.7) in this case. Other configurations, 
that it’ < X’ and combinations, are treated in exactly the same way. This gives 
the lemma. 
3. Comergence of Prediction Operators 
The main result of Part I, concerning the mean and pointwise convergence 
of (nonlinear) prediction sequences, will be proved in this section, It includes 
all the earlier results on the subject (cf., eq., [2, 19,20]), and is in a sense optimal. 
It wiI1 be convenient to introduce 
DEFINITION 3.1. If L@(E, Z’) is an Orlicz space of strongly measurable 
g-valued functions on the probability space (Q, 2, P), let .@ C 2 be a sub 
c-field, A’ = LG(B, S), and X, &.‘,@‘(,Z, 3). Then a mapping P(.) (or PA) of 
X0 onto &Z is calIed a (nonlinear) prediction operator (= closed conditional 
expectation in [19] and 1201) if there exists a unique Y0 E,&! such that 
A’@(X, - Y,,) = inf{N,(X,, - Y) : YE A}. Thus PAX,, = Y, . Then Y,, is 
said to be the best predictor of X0 relative to Sp and A’. [In general, PA depends 
on X0 also and should be displayed as P2 when desirable. If the minimal 
element in A exists for each X,, inL@, then AZ? is called a Tshebyshev subspace.] 
The work of [20] shows that Pg is the usual conditional expectation E(. IL@, 
(if and) only if (when % is a uniformly rotund B-space) L@(Z) is L2(%). However, 
P-R shares some properties of the conditional expectation operators. The 
following are easy consequences of the definition (and of [19]), and will be listed 
for reference later. [Note that the measure P and the prediction Pt.) are distinct.] 
1. P-e(aX) = aPA( a.e., XEL@(E), for any scalar ‘a’. 
2. P&X) = X, a.e., if XEJli/. 
3. P-,(X + Y) = P&(X) + Y, a.e., if X EL@(%), Y 6 4. 
4. P&XY) = XP,(Y), ae., for Y EL.@(%), X is a bounded &‘- 
measurable scalar random variable. 
The possible relations between PM and E(* 1 LB), the usual conditional 
expectation, are as follows: 
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LEMMA 3.2. If XEL~(&R) h w ere R is the line, and if J2 = LQ(28, R), 
where 99 C z is a a-field and @j’(x) 7 co, then 
E@ 
[ ( 
x-P&X 
NQ(x _ P&X> I Sl = 07 1 1 a.e.3 (3.1) 
where O/O is interpreted as 0, and a’(-x) = --0’(x) by dejnition. 
Remark. A weaker form of this lemma was given in [19]. Also the next result 
(also stated without proof) is an easy extension of [19, Lemma 21 and is intuitively 
obvious. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 9?!i C gLi+l be n sub o-Jields of Z and f be a bounded (scalar) 
9?1-measurable function. If X eLQ(& 9) and P&,X = Xi , let A, E 9!i , 
52 = WY=, Ai and Ai disjoint. Then (writing fi = xAif), the following inequality 
holds : 
NQ((x - x,)f) 3 NQ 2 NQ((x - xn)f). (3.2) 
The main result of this part can now be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let {X, , n > I} CLQ(Z, 9). Let S?,, = u(Xi , 1 < i < n) 
be the a-jeld generated by X, ,..., X, , and JH, = LQ(9,, .F) CLQ(& 9). If (i) 
the Young’s function @ is such that its derivative @’ is continuous and Q’(t) 7 CQ 
as t 7 co, and (ii) % is a rotund B-space with the LRN-property, then, for any 
X0 E LQ(& S), the following conclusions hold. 
1. There is a unique Y,, E A,, such that P&,,X,, = Y, , for each n. 
2. Jn @'(I Y, - Ym l/d dp -+O as n-+cx, for some % > 1, where 
Y, = Pd,X, , J%‘, = g(& Jr’,) = LQ(al, , S) with g’, = u(& g,J. More- 
over, No( Y,, - Y,) + 0 if and only if @ satisjes also a growth condition, called 
A, : @(2x) < c@(x) f or x > x0 > 0, 0 < c < co. When this holds, 01,, can be 
taken as unity. 
3. Y,+Y,, a.e., as n + co even if the above A,-condition is not verified. 
4. If the norm of I is, moreover, Gdteaux ds@-rentiable at every point, 
except the origin, and the complementary function Y satisfies the A,-condition, then 
Y,, of 1. is giwen as a unique solution of the integral equation 
j- @‘(I X,, - Y, I) (-$(I 4, - Yn + tZ L) dp = 0, (3.3) 
R 
for each ZE&?, , and Y,, does not depend on Z. 
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The proof of this theorem is long and hard, and will be given after some 
lemmas and propositions, some of which have independent interest. Special 
cases of parts of this result with Q(x) = 1 x lp, 1 < p < co, using the uniform 
rotundity crucially, have been considered in [Z] and [20]. Since that uniform 
rotundity is now not available, all the lengthy arguments below are (unfor- 
tunately) needed to prove the result. Note that the conditions are such that 
we = (1 + 1 x I) log{1 + lx I) - I x I, is a candidate here. In fact, ali Young’s 
functions considered in the book [12], with the continuity convention explained 
earlier, are allowed in 1. to 3. of this theorem. Similar remarks hold for several 
other results of this paper. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let L@(.Z, .%) be the space for which @ and % verify the conditions 
of Theorem 3.4. If C C L@‘(Z, A?+) is a ~~~pt~ closed convex subset, then for apry 
f. EL@@‘, $2”) th e f uric t ional F( .) de@ed by F( f ) = N*( fO - f ), f E C, assumes 
its minimum exactly once on the set C, whenever C is sequentially complete in 
u(Lq%-), d&q%-*)). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, L@(.& 9) is rotund and hence so is C. Consequently, 
if F( .) on C has a minimum, it is unique, so that only the existence needs a proof. 
Let d = inf(F(f) : f E C) < co. If f0 E C, then d = 0 and there is nothing 
to prove. So let d > 0. Then there is a sequence (f,J C C such that F(fJ L d 
as n -+ co. The set H = (f,J C C is bounded. Since W(t) ,+ 00, Proposition 
2.4 implies that H is uniformly integrable and so is relatively sequentially 
compact in the u(L@(%), JZy(%*))-topology. By Proposition 2.5, L@(s) is also 
complete in the above topology. Thus there is an f0 EL@(%) such that for a 
subsequence, denoted by itself, fn ---f fO in u(L@(Z), My(%*)), Since the convex 
set C is sequentially complete in this topology by hypothesis, it follows that 
fi E C. Also one has by the Fatou property of the weak limit, 
Thus f0 E C is the desired minimal element, completing the proof. 
The next result is the key step in the proof of the theorem, and is a fun 
convergence theorem for prediction sequences. 
THEORBM 3.6. Let C, C C,, be a sequme of ~~~pt~ closed convex sets 
in L@(.Z, 3) where @ and 3 verify the hypothesis of Theorem 3.4. Let C, be the 
closed convex hull of tJn C,, . Suppose each C, , 1 < n < cg, is sequentially 
complete in u(L@@+), AG‘(Z+Y*)). If F(s) is the norm functional of Lemma 3.5, such 
that for an fO EL@&!?, S), fn is the minimal element of 
C~(soF(f~) = N&f0 -f,J = inWWfO -f) :f E Cd, l<n<,<, 
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then fn -fm in the Q-mean, i.e., S~@(lf~~ -fm lbddP+O, as n+ 03 for 
some LX~ 3 1. Here q, may be replaced by 1 if sn @(I fn - fm 1) dP existsfor some n. 
Moreover, NO( fn - fm) + 0, as n + CO, ifand only if@ satis$es the A,-condition. 
Proof. The main idea of the proof is to show that (I) F(f,) -tF(f,), 
(11) fn -fm > in the u(L@(%), AY(%*))-topology, and then (the hard part) 
(III) the fn sequence converges in the @-mean, as defined in the theorem. (I) 
and (II) are easy and can be proved by a modification of the arguments of a 
special case in [20]. The details will only be sketched for these steps. 
I. Let d, = F(fJ = NO( f. - fn), fn E C, . Since C, C Cn,.r , it follows 
that d n+l < d, so that d, L d’ and d’ > d, = F(,fm). Since C, 3 Un C, , 
and the latter union determines C, , there is, for any E > 0, anf< E C, for some 
n = n(c), such that NO( fm - fJ < E. C onsequently, d, < d’ < d, = F(fJ < 
Ndh -fJ < N&f0 -fm) + Ndfm -fJ -=c 4 + E, so that F(fn) -F(f,). 
II. Since the set {N@( f. - fn) : n 3 l} is bounded, and @, X satisfy the 
conditions of Proposition 2.4, the set H = {h, = f. - fn , n > I} is sequentially 
compact in o(LO(.%Y), AY(%*))-topology. So there is a subsequence {&I C H 
such that h nL + h, in this topology, h, EL@(X) and N@(h,) < lim N@(h,() = dO, 
where do = limF(fn), in the notation of (I) above. However, fnj = f. - Ant E C,, , 
and so fni + f. - h, = wm ,f say, in a(LO(%), JZy(9”*)). Since {fn8} C C, , and the 
latter is closed, it follows, as earlier, thatfl, E C, . Hence d, = N,(f, - fm) 2 
N,(f, - fm) = d, . By the uniqueness of the minimal element (cf. Lemma 3.9, 
fee = L 3 a.e., so that fn, -+ fm . S’ mce every infinite sub-sequence has the same 
limit fm , it follows that the whole sequence {fn} converges to fm in o(L@(X), 
AP(X*)), proving II. 
III. It will now be shown that the sequence {fn} of (II) is @-mean Cauchy. 
From this the desired result follows. First, claim that the functional G(.) defined 
on the unit ball U of LO(X) by G(f) = so @(If 1) dP, f E U, is continuous (in 
the norm topology for U). This is easy if Q, satisfies A, . The general case is as 
follows: Letfk , f. in U be such that No(fk - fo) + 0, as k + co. Let 1 > E > 0, 
and it may be supposed by dividing the sequence by a constant, if necessary 
(say by 2), that (1 + c) f. E U. Let 0 < 01 < min [( 1 + ~)/2 , ~1. Then from the 
identity 
fk = & (1 +E)f” +P(1 -&)fo +& [G(fk -fJ], (3.4) 
and the convexity of CD, one has (0 < ,6 = (1 - a)(1 - 2a/(l + 6)-r < 1 f E), 
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where k is chosen large enough such that (1 + </a) Ne(fk - fs) = rk < 1. 
This is possible since rk -+ 0 as k -+ co. So in (34, first letting K -+ co (so 
the last term tends to zero), and then 01 ---f 0, and finally E + 0, one has, on 
using Fatou’s lemma also in (3.5) and the continuity of @, 
E G(f,) < G(fo) G +m G(frA (3-c) 
km 
so that G(f,) --+ G(f,) as fk ---f f. , as asserted. A similar argument shows that 
the functional G,(s), defined by G,(x*) = lo @(x*( f )) dP, for x* in the unit 
ball of EZ*, is, for each f, a continuous function on %*. [This argument can be 
slightly modified to show that, when U and %* are endowed with other 
topologies, G(.) and Gj(.) are continuous in these senses also.] 
Since h, = f. - fn , (I) yields d, = N,(h,) + No(h,) = d,, , in the 
notation there. Since the set H = {h 12 : 71 3 l} is bounded, it can be assumed 
(dividing by a constant if necessary) that it is in the unit ball of L@(X). From 
the convergence of {d,}, the continuity of G(e) and the fact that, in the original 
sequence, fn E C, , it can be asserted that 
o!, = 1 @(WnIW+~ @(lL/)dP=A, as n-too. 
R $2 
Indeed, 01, is clearly monotone decreasing. Let cz, be its limit. Then a,, > & . 
One may assume /Is < 3 by scaling down h, , if necessary. Now if 1 > E > 0 
is given, there is an fc E C, with No(fm - fJ < E so that NG(fo - fJ < do + 6, 
and there is an 71 = n(c) such that fc E C, . So d, = N@(f, - f,J < do + E. 
Thus if h, = f. - fc , then N,(h,) < do + E, and 
by the continuity of the integral (i.e., of G(.) defined above). Thus 01s = Is,. 
[All these special arguments and devices are necessary since, when @ does not 
satisfy d, , it may happen that Jo @(if I) dp < co but J’o@(o~ If 1) dp = 00 
for all OL > 1. These difficulties disappear if @ has d, or Lo is uniformly rotund 
or even reflexive.] 
To prove the @-mean Cauchy of {h,}, two cases should be distinguished, 
Case I. Suppose @‘( .) satisfies the condition sup{@‘(~)/x : 0 < x < a} < co 
for 1 > a > 0. Then @ satisfies, by Lemma 2.6, the inequality 
@(u’) > CD(u) + @‘(U)(U’ - 24) + cqu - u’) (3.7) 
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for some 0 < c < co. Let x* be an element of the unit ball of %*, and consider 
(x*(/z,), 1 < n < CO) CL*(.Z, R). Then assuming (by scaling down) that 
(h, , 1 < n < a} is in the unit ball of LQ(%), one has on letting U’ = x*(/z,) 
and u = x*(/z.,) in (3.7), 
j @(I h, I) dP 3 j @(x*(&J) dP >, j @(x*h,) dP 
n J-2 R 
+ j @'(x*@d(x*(h - hm))dP + c j @(x*(hn - h,))dP. P R 
(3.8) 
But @‘(x*(/z,)) EP(R) f or each x* since x*(/z,) E U CL* (cf. [18]), and the 
u(L@(%), A!Y(9?*))-convergence of h, to h, implies x*(h,) -+ x*(/z,) in 
u&@(R), JP(R)) so that the middle integral on the right of (3.8) tends to zero 
as 12 -+ 00, for each x*, and then taking the suprema over all x* one obtains 
from the preceding paragraph (continuity of G(s) there), 
+ c sup lim 
llx*ll<l n-m s 
@(x*(hn - h,)) dP. (3.9) fJ 
It follows that, if G,(x*) = so @(x*(/r% - h,)) dP, then limn+m G,(x*) = 0 
for each x* in U*, the unit ball of T*. 
Since G,(.) is continuous in the strong topology of lJ*, it is continuous in 
the weak*-topology of U* also. But U* is a compact Hausdorff space in the 
latter (by the Alaoglu’s theorem [IO, p. 424; 6, p. 401) and from the definition 
of h, (cf. Lemma 3.3) it follows that G,(x*) L 0 for each x* E U*. Thus G, -+ 0 
uniformly in x*, i.e., limn+m supzeEU* G,(x*) = 0. This implies 
lim 
I n-m * 
@(I h, - h, 1) dP = 0. (3.10) 
Thus / fn - fa / = I h, - h, 1 -+ 0, in @-mean, and the result obtains in this 
case. 
Case II. Suppose Q’(s) satisfies sup{@‘(x)/x : 0 < x < a} = co, for an 
1 > Q > 0. In this case, by Lemma 2.6 (ii), if A, = ((u,u’) : / u’/u - 1 ( 3 a > 0}, 
then Q(e) verifies the inequality 
cryu’) > CD(u) + @yU)(U - u) + C&,@(U - u’) + caxA+ - u’12 q$ , 
(3.11) 
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for some 0 < c, < CQ. If x* is in the unit ball of 59, setting u’ = x*(h,), 
u = x*(&J one has, as in the above case, 
where Jz, = (1 X*(/J, - h,)( > a ( x*(&J > 0), and O/O = 0 by convention. 
Since x*(g) -3 x*(/z,) in &L@(R), ~~~~))-topolo~~ one obtains from (3.12), 
as in Case 1, by letting FZ + co and taking the supremum over all /I x* I/ < f, 
This means, each term must converge to zero. But from the second term, since 
@(u)/u t as u t and on 32 - L$ , 1 x*(h, - &)I < a 1 x*(h,)l, where0 < Q < 1, 
one has 
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where the Holder inequality was used in the last line (cf. [28, p. 1751). Since 
h, is in the unit ball of L@(Z) and since the second term of (3.13) tends to zero, 
it follows, from (3.14) and the first term of (3.13), that 
sup lim 
s 
@(x*(hn - h,)) dP = 0. (3.15) 
Ilr*l~<l n-33 R 
Thus this reduces to the last part of case 1 and hence (3.10) holds in this case 
also. So fn -+ fm in @-mean as asserted. The fact that when @-satisfies the 
As-condition, the @-mean and No(.)-convergence are equivalent is well-known 
(cf., e.g., [28; or 18, p. 6791). Th’ is completes the proof of the theorem. 
The above proof has, as a consequence, the following statement which has 
independent interest. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. If @ is a Young’s function such that Q’(t) ,S co and is 
continuous, and @ satisjies a AZ-condition, suppose that f,, E L@(Z, R) such that 
f, + fm weakly and No(fn) -+ NQ(fm). Then No(fn - fm) -+ 0, as n * CO. 
The result follows as in the above proof, when it is shown that 
j, @(fn) dp - j, @(fm) dp. 
For this let 01, = No(fn) and 01s = No(fm). It may be assumed that 01, L LX,, 
(or (Ye 7 01~) by a relabelling of the sequence, if necessary, and that 010 = 1 
(otherwise divide the sequence by cue , 01s = 0 being trivial, is excluded). Then , 
a simple computation, using the convexity of @, shows that 
j jQ@(fW- jQ@(fW’/ G 
if 01~31, 
if ol,<l. 
Since CX~ + 1, the assertion follows. 
Remark. This proposition shows that there are B-spaces, called H, spaces 
[6, p. 1121, which need not even be reflexive. For instance, 
Q(x) = (1 + I x I) log(l + I x I) - I x I, 
considered earlier, yields an LO (nonreflexive!) fulfilling the conditions of the 
above proposition. Various results related to the HL spaces, and other concepts 
are discussed in [5, Theorem 5.51. 
The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.6. 
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COROLLARY 3.8. Let Q, and % be as in Theorem 3.4. Let (~8~ , n > 13 be an 
increasing sequence of sub u-fields of 2 and ~2’~ = L@(B’,, , %) CL@@, St”). If 
X, EL*(& 2”) and X,, = P&,X0 , X, = PAW&, where Jim = L@(Bm ,a) 
with SF- = o(lJla a,), the@ for any bou~ed ~~-~~~ab~e scalar f~n~t~o~ f ooze 
has 
(3.16) 
for some a0 2 1, and N,((,Y, - X,) f ) ---f 0 as n -+ CD, a7 and only ;f cfi satis-es 
a A,-condition. 
This follows from the theorem since L@(9,%) is sequentially complete, by 
Proposition 2.5, in o(L@(S), my). 
LEMMA 3.9. Let 9Sn C 2, L*(& %‘) and X, be as in the above corollary. I’ 
Yn,k = & X,,,xA. , Al E SISfi , i = I,..., k, where A6 are disjoint and 
fz = (JFzl Ai , thenhr any E > 0, there exists an n(~) such that, for some a,, 2 1 
(independent of e) and n 3 n(e), 
E (@ (A+)) < E. (3.17) 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 for any k > 1, one has, 
d, = *W&X - X,) 3 .??*(X - Y& > &(X - X,) = d, w (3.18) 
Also d, \ d,, as shown in the proof of Theorem 3.6. If Z,,, = X - Yn,k, 
then {Z,,,) C L@(& $?“), and is bounded there. So by Proposition 2.4, there is a 
subsequence such that Z,i,I, -+ Z,,,c in a(L@($), k?‘Y@?“*))-topology. Moreover, 
do -G N&&J < z-mm N&&I = dot (3.19) 
z 
so that, using the hypothesis of @ and % again, by Theorem 3.6, 
(z%,,k - za,k) + 0, or yni,k + y,,k , 
in the above topology and that Ya,k E&Z, . But d,, = iV,(Z,,J = i&(X - Yoo,k). 
Consequently, by the uniqueness of the minimal element, Y,,, = X, a.e. 
It then follows that every infinite subsequence and so the whole sequence 
converges to X, in the above topology. Thus Z,,, -+ 2, = X - X:, , in this 
topology and N@(Z,& --+ NG(ZO), as n -+ co. Hence by Theorem 3.6 
(Z,,, - 2,) -+ 0, FZ -+ co, in Q-mean, which implies (3.17) at once. 
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The above results enable the completion of the proof of the main result of 
this section. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Parts 1. and 2. are immediate consequences of Lemma 
3.5 and Theorem 3.6, and, pa~icularly, Corollary 3.8. It remains to prove 
parts 3. and 4. These are obtained, with Lemma 3.9, by modifying the scalar 
cases of [19] and [20]. The following sketch is sufficient for the purpose. 
Proof of 3. Let 0 < t: < 1, 8 > 0 be given and let x* be in the unit ball of 
S*. Choose the partition {A, ,..., A,,} of Lemma 3.9 as follows: 
A, = (I eyx, - X,,,)( > s>, and for 2<i<kK, 
let 
A, = (1 x*(X, - &,f)l < 8, j = 12.v i - 1, I x*(x, - &,,)I > s>, 
and A &+r = D - & Ai . Then Ai E gm+i , i = I,..., K + I, and on A, 
one has, 
But 
sup x*(X,,,) - inf x*(X,+$) < 2s. 
I<i<k I Gjjgk 
(3.20) 
6 4 CC ~*(X, - -G+d xa 1 > 6, or,..., or, I x*(X, - X,+,)1 xAk > 8). 
id 
(3.21) 
If 0 < (k, , k,) < k, then (3.20) and (3.21) yield, for some cyo >, I, 
P[ sup x*(X,,,) - inf GY*(X~+~) > 261 
1 <i=sk, 1 <i<k, 
since @p(s) is symmetric and nonnegative, 
Now first let k -+ co, and then let kl + co and k, -+ co in the above. Then 
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If now E -+ 0 and then 6 + 0 in (3.22), it follows that / x*(X, - Xm)l -+ 0, 
a.e., as n + co. Since the X,, are strongly measurable, one can assume, for this 
proof, that EZ is separable so that it has a denumerable determining set I’ C %*. 
Taking x* E r above, it follows that there is a fixed null set iV, outside of which 
j x*(X, - Xm)l --+ 0 pointwise. Considering this as a continuous function of x*, 
one can now use the earlier argument to conclude that 1 X, - X, 1 -+ 0, a.e. 
Alternately, one can consider 
G,,,(x*) = j, I x*(&a - -%,)I dp 
and note that (x*(X& 1 < n < co} is uniformly integrable. Then it implies 
that GA,Jx*) is continuous in x* E %*, and in A E Z when .Z is endowed with 
the Frechet metric p(A, B) = P(AdB). It now follows that GAsn(x*) --f 0 
uniformly in x* as 71 --f co or as P(A,) --+ 0, and this yields the result that 
j X, - X, I + 0, a.e., immediately. This completes 3. 
Proof of 4. Consider A,, = L”(S?n, Z), and the unique element X, s &‘,, 
such that N@(X, - X,) is a minimum. The earlier arguments show that this 
implies X, is also the unique minimum of the functional G(e) on JZ,, given by 
G(Y)= jn@(IXo-YIP', YEJH,. (3.23) 
Let f,(Y) = d/dt G(X, + tY), YE An and ] t j < 1. It will be shown below 
that ft( Y) exists and then, since G(X,,) < G(X, + tY) for all t and YE &,, , 
the (unique) minimality condition yields fO( Y) = 0 for all Y E .M, . The desired 
result follows. 
If the norm of % is weakly (= G%teaux) differentiable and @ satisfies the 
conditions of the theorem here, then by [18, Section 51 the norm of L@(9) is 
weakly differentiable. Claim that G(X,, + tY) is also differentiable in t. For, let 
X = X0 - X, . Since d/dt 1 X + tY / (w) exists for each w, one has 
$ @(I x + ty I) = @‘(I x + tY I) -$ (I x + tY I). (3.24) 
But by [lo, V. 9.11 (I X + tX ] - I X 1)/t is nonincreasing as t -+ O+, and so 
I W(l X + tY I) Lo I G I X I + I Y I a.e. Hence the right side of (3.24) is 
dominated by @‘(I X 1 + I Y ])(I X / + I Y I) which is integrable (since 
I x I + I y I EJqR), and Y satisfies d, implies @‘(I X I + I Y I) EL~(‘(R)). 
So one may integrate (3.24) and interchange the integral and the derivative so 
that f,(Y) exists, and that f,(Y) = 0, YE J%, . It is known that (cf. e.g. [6] or 
6831112-2 
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[5]) the Gateaux differential d/&(1 X + tY 1) is linear in Y. The conditions on 
CD and 3 imply that G(X, + tY) has a unique minimum for t = 0. It follows 
that the solution of (3.3), which is the minimum of the above functional, does 
not depend on YE A%!‘, . This completes 4. 
Thus Theorem 3.4 is completely proved. 
Remark. It should be noted that the case @(t)/t ,P K < 00 gives (since 
P(Q) < co)L@(Z, 3) = Ll(Z?“). In this case, however, results analogous to 
Theorem 3.4 do not hold. The minimal element (of this theorem) need not 
exist and, when it exists, need not be unique, so that the above convergence 
theory cannot be considered. For special results in the classical approximation 
theory, one may refer to [23], where the A, are finite dimensional for 
1 < n < co, so that the convergence theory becomes trivial. 
PART II: ABSTRACT MARTINGALES 
In this part, strongly measurable operator valued martingales are considered 
and the fundamental convergence theorems are proved. [Strong measurability = 
measurability in the strong operator topology.] 
4. Equivalence of Andersen- Jessen and Martingale Theories 
Let (Q, Z, P) be the fixed probability space as before, and let I and g be 
B-spaces with B(s, g) d enoting the set of all continuous linear operators on 9 
to CV. Then f : Q H B(%“, g) is strongly measurable and integrable if fx is a 
Bochner measurable function and so ) fx I4 dP < co for each x E 97. First 
conditional expectations of strongly measurable operators will be given and then 
the most general martingale convergence (Theorem 4.5) will be proved using 
the result of [l]. These will be used for the main results of this part given in 
the next sections. 
The following result on the existence and properties of conditional expectations 
was proved in [21, Theorem 6. l] and it will be stated in the form suitable for the 
present purposes. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let f : Q t+ B(%, Y) be a strongly measurable and 
integrable operator function on a probability space (Q, 27, P). If Z; C 2, are two 
sub a-fields of Z, then the map f F+ S(f / &) is an essentially unique strongly 
measurable (&) operator given by 
1, fx dP = j, b( f 1 Zi) x dP (= I, 8( fx 1 Z’i) dP), X E %, A E Zi . (4.1) 
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Moreover, the foiZowing properties of d(* ! 2Yg) hold, a.e. 
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(4.2) 
where E(* / Z;) above is the ordinary co~~t~~al expectation of the ~asar~~e 
numerical function 1 fx Ig OY I/f 11, respectively. (Here and elsewhere // * I/ is the 
uniform norm of B(%, SY).) 
DEFINITION 4.2. A strongly measurable operator sequence {fn , &, , rz > I} 
is said to be a strong operator martingale if &‘(fn I Em) = fin , for m < n, strongly 
a.e. 
Remark. If En is an increasing sequence of sub u-fields in 2, and f is a 
strongly measurable and integrable operator function on Q, and iffn = &‘(f / &), 
then {fn , & , n > 1) is a strong operator martingale and if also 3 is separable, 
then if%, L’,, , 7t 3 1) is a uniformly integrable martingale, i.e., the set 
(11 fn I/, n 3 l> of real r.v.‘s is uniformly integrable. If S is not separable, then 
{I fnx Ig , n 3 l} is uniformly integrable for each x in X. In this case llfn 11, II f 11 
need not be measurable. However, using the superior integrals of Bourbaki [3], 
if s$ i/f [j dP < 00, one can obtain analogous results to those given below, 
though they are not treated here. 
For a comprehensive treatment of the theory of vector-valued martingales, 
and the current status of the subject, reference may be made to [15]. It will be 
seen that what follows complements or extends the existing theory. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let (fn , I < n < no> be a sequence of strongly measurable 
operator random variables (n, finite or not), from A’2 to B($Y, CV) such that 
(y*(fg), A’* , I < n < n,> is a rnurt~~u~e for each y* E cY* and x E $7, Then 
{fn , & , 1 < n < n,) is a strong operator martingale and, moreover, if .Y is 
separable, (11 fn II,Z% , 1 < n < n,} is a submartingale. 
The proof will be omitted. 
The next proposition, an isomorphism theorem, is a nontrivial extension of 
[lo, IV.S.ll], due to J. J. Uhl [26], and is essential for later proofs. 
PROPOSITION 4.4 (Uhl). .Let ba(G, 27, 9’) be the B-space (under the variation 
norm) of all bounded ~nite~y additive set fancti~ on the $eld 2 of Q into an 
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arbitrary B-space 9’. Then there exists a totally disconnected compact Hausdorff 
space S such that, if.!% is the a-field generated by the$eld of all clopen subsets of S 
and ca(S, 9, 2’) is the B-space (under the variation norm) of all bounded countably 
additive Z-valued set functions, the spaces ba(Q, Z, 3) and ca(S, 2, 3) are 
isometrically isomorphic. (Here clopen means ‘closed and open’.) 
The proof of this proposition is given in [26, pp. 39-411, though the propo- 
sition itself was not separately stated there. 
The following result is an extension of a theorem of Andersen and Jessen 
[l], and of Doob [8, p. 3191, to the abstract case, and the proof shows their 
equivalence (in their original forms). This point, as far as I know, has not been 
pointed out before. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let (Q, 2, P) be a probability space and Z,, be an increasing 
sequence of sub a-fields of 2: Let ?Y be a B-space with the LRN-property and suppose 
vn - . Z;, H 3’ are countably additive (bounded) g-valued set functions such that (i) 
the restriction v~+~ / & = v,, , n > 1, and (ii) the variations 11 v, &Q) < K < CO, 
alln. If P, = Pi.&, let vat be the absolutely continuous part of v, relative to 
P,, and let fn = dv,c/dP,, be the Radon-Nikodym derivative (which exists). Then 
there exists (uniquely) a function f on Q to ?Y which is strongly measurable relative 
to u(& Z,J, such that fn + f a.e., and E(I f I,) < K. 
Before proving the theorem, the following important consequence, with 
v,(E) = JEf,, dP, E E & , should be noted. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let {fn, Z;, , n > I} b e an increasing g-valued (strong) 
martingale on (Q, 22, P) where % is a B-space with the LRN-property. If 
sup* E(jfn 19/) = K < CO, then there is a strongly measurable (relative to 
u(U% Z,J) g-valued function f, such that f,, + f, a.e. and E(j f I,) < K. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let Zs = ula & , and define vs on the field Z,, by 
the equation 
v,(A) = i-2 %(A), AE&. (4.3) 
Since v,+r / C, = vQ , O v is well-defined and jj V, II(Q) < K < CO, vO 1 2;, = v, . 
It is clear that vO is an additive V-valued set function. However, vO is not generally 
countably additive even if Y is the real line. 
Consider the set {vn , n > 1, Q} C ba(9, z1 , CY), where & is the u-field 
generated by &. 1 By Proposition 4.4, there exists a measurable space (S, g’) 
1 That such an extension of v,‘s to zI exists is a consequence of the Hahn-Banach 
theorem. See for a discussion of this point in the author’s paper, in J. Multivariate Anal. 
1 (1971), p. 43, after Def. 4.4. 
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such that ba(Q, & $Y) and ca(S, a!, g) are isometrically isomorphic (under 
variation norms). So let {C, , n >, 1, GO} be the image of the set above, in 
cu(S, a!, g). Since P on zr is also a bounded additive set function, the work of 
[26] and of [lo, p. 3121 shows that there is a measure P on g such that P and P 
correspond to each other. Moreover, if z:, is the image of Z,, in g, then &, is 
conntably additive on a and B, = fiO 1 zn . Also P(S) = 1. [Note that 
Zr generates a.1 
Let P c $,,c be the absolutely continuous parts of 9, and c,, relative to P (cf., 
e.g., [7’]: br [21]). Since ?Y has the LRN-property, % = dC,c/dp, f. = diJ,c/df’ 
exist. The idea of the proof from now on is first to show that f% --f f0 a.e., (P), 
and then to translate back this result to the f,-sequence, via the isomorphism 
theorem. 
Let w0 be the variation measure of $a, and let /3 = ~1s + P. Then j3 is a 
(finite) measure on g (since ws and P are both u-additive and bounded). Let 
8, , P, and P, be the restrictions of 8, P and P to sn . Let .&, be the u-field 
generated by &, in 9. Since 0, is /I-continuous, P, is &continuous and similarly 
P and Pn are /3 and /I,,-continuous, and since ?Y has the LRN-property, the 
following Radon-Nikodjrm derivatives exist: 
Since P,+r I ‘cl = 9,) it follows immediately that {g, , & , 1 < n < co} is a 
uniformly integrable martingale. Hence by [ll, Corollary 5, p. 1141, which 
holds for all g, g, -+ g, a.e. (/I), and also in Ll(S, g, /3, GY). On the other hand 
p, -+ p a.e. (/3) and in L1(S, g, /3, R) by the classical Andersen- Jessen theorem 
[l]. (In the scalar case, both these convergences are consequences of [l].) Since P 
is b-continuous, it follows also that p, -+ p a.e. (P) and p > 0 a.e. (P). On the 
other hand, using the chain rule for the Radon-Nikodym derivatives (cf. [lo, 
III.lO.S] it is easily seen that g, = fn p, a.e. (fl), where!, = dC,c/dpn (= dC,c/df’). 
Since fi is /3-continuous and g, -+ g, a.e. (F), it follows that g, --f g, , a.e. (P) 
and p, + p a.e. (P) where p > 0 a.e. (P). Hencef% -+ g&( = f^m , say) a.e. (P). 
Using the above result, it will now be shown that fn -+ fm a.e. (P). The 
isometric transformation T : ba(Q, ,& , ?Y) w cu(S, 93, SY), given by T : v H C, 
is defined in terms of a set isomorphism T : ,& ++ @ where T preserves unions, 
intersections and complementation, and, moreover, these are related by 
v(+Y)) = (TV)(E), P(+(E)) = (TP)(E), E E 97 (4.5) 
(cf. [lo, IV.9.10; and 261). There will be no confusion if the same T is used for 
the vector and scalar cases since weak and strong P-continuity are equivalent 
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for vector measures (cf. [lo, p. 3181). Thus one has from (4.6) for all E in Jn, 
C,(E) = v&l(E)) = 1 Te1cE,f~(4 dPn(w) = 1 fn(?w) dpn . (4.6) 
E 
Here bw is the element in T({w}). S UC h an identification will also be made below 
without mention2. But C,(E) = SE%(&) dPn, by definition. These two statements 
imply, since f,(? .) and f’,( .) are measurable relative to 2% (as ? is bimeasurable), 
fin = f,(?w), a.e. (P,), orf,(w) = f’n(~r(~G)), a.e., (P,). Thus if fi E zm such 
that f3(fi) = 0, then % -f”m for all d E S - fi. Let N = ~-l(g). Then 
P(N)=0 and for w~9-N,If,--f,j(~w)=j3~-3~i(L;))~O, i.e., 
fn + fm = fa(7-l(.)), a.e. (P), and fm is 7-l(&) = u(& &)-measurable3. 
This proves the first part and since // v, I/ (Q) = so /fn 1 dP < K < CO, the 
last part follows immediately from Fatou’s lemma. 
Remark. In the scalar case, using the classical isomorphism result (of [lo]), 
the above proof shows that the Doob martingale theorem [8] can be proved with 
the Andersen-Jessen theorem [I]. But as shown in [S, pp. 630-6311, the 
result of [1] is a consequence of the Doob martingale theorem; hence the 
equivalence. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let {fn , Zn , n > 1} be a martingale with values in 9, 
a B-space with the LRN-property. Then the following are equivalent: 
1. There exists an fm , which is Zb, = u(& &)-measurable, such that 
{fn , Z;, , 1 < n < a} is an S-martingale. 
2. The set {fn , n 3 1} is uniformly integrable. 
3. There exists a Young’s function @, such that d)‘(t) ,A CO as t 7 CO, a’(*) 
is continuous, and supn E(@(I fn I)) < co. 
4. There exists an fm such that 1) fn - fm II1 -+ 0 as n -+ CO. 
5. There exists a @ as in 3. and an fm such that for some % 3 1, 
E(@(lfn -fm I/d) - 0 as n - ~0. 
Proof. The proof here is similar to that of Proposition 2.4 in many respects. 
1. o 2. o 3. o 4. are consequences of uniform integrability and Vitali’s 
2 More precisely, 7 and i are related thus: Since {C} E B, let A = +({CJ}), and define 
i(w) = C for w E A E L?~ . Then i-‘(~2) = A = T-I({&}) and so i is the desired point 
transformation induced by 7. So i and 7 will be “identified.” 
s In fact, if A = {w : lim sup, If%(w) -fm(w)i > 0}, since fm = 3~0 i, on T(A) = A, 
jn +jm . But this set has measure zero, by the above proof. So P(A) = P(A) = 0. 
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theorem [lo, 111.6.151 and will be omitted. The result follows from the impli- 
cations 4. => 5. and 5. * 3., which will be sketched now. 
4. => 5. (fn , Z, , 1 < n < co} is uniformly integrable and (1 fn 1, Z, , 
1 < n < co} is a submartingale. Hence by Proposition 2.4, there is a CD(.) with 
the properties of the theorem such that supn E(@(I fn I)) < co. Then {@(I fn I), 
Zfl , 1 < n < co} is a submartingale, and E(@(I f,, I)) --f E(@(I fm I)) as n + co. 
so Pwfn -fee I/%), n 2 11 is uniformly integrable where 01s 3 1 such that the 
exhibited quantities are integrable. Since @(I fn - fm I/cx,) -+ 0, a.e., the desired 
conclusion follows. 
5. 3 3. From the convexity of @, one has 
Hence 
slp(@(g$)) ++q~)) <co. (4.7) 
If s(x) = @(x/~c+,), then 6 satisfies the requirements of 3. 
Remark. The above proposition contains some results of [4]. If 1. is given 
as a hypothesis, then for the remaining conclusions % can be an arbitrary B- 
space. Thus the proposition yields easily the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let {fn , Z,, , n 3 l} be an ~-valued martingale where % 
is an arbitrary B-space and where fn = 6(f I Z,J, n 3 1, for some integrable f. 
If Z, = u(un ZJ and fm = S(f I Em), then fn + fm a.e. and in Ll(,Z, E). 
5. Convergence of Operator Martingales 
The work of the preceding section enables a presentation of the main result 
of this part on the convergence of operator martingales. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let X’, Y be two B-spaces 37 arbitrary and Y having the LRN- 
property. Let f,, : !2 N B(X, Y) and {f, , Z;, , n > l} be a strong operator 
martingale where 2, 7 C Z. If sup SD / fnx Ig dP = K, < 00 for each x E 9, 
then there exists a strongly measurable fm : Sz H B(T, Y) such that f,, ---f fm 
strongly a.e., i.e., 1 fnx -f-x II + 0, a.e. for each x E X. If, moreover, 3 is 
separable and K = sup{& : // x I/ < l} < CO, then II fn - fm 1) is measurable 
and tends to zero a.e. as n -+ co, even though fn andf, are not necessarily un;formly 
measurable. 
If X is separable, for the martingale {fn , &, , n > l} the following statements 
are equivalent. 
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1. There is an fm : Q H B(,%, 9), such that (fn , & , 1 < n < CO> is 
a strong operator mayti~a~e. 
2. #If?2 IL ?a 3 I> is uniformly integrable. 
3. There is a You~~sfunct~on Cp with Q’(t) p CO as t ,p CO, @( .) contjnuo~ 
and supn JW(llfn 10) < 00. 
4. There is a @, as in 3., and an q, 3 1 such that E(@(jl fm - && #a?,)) --+ 0 
mn-tco. 
5. There is a strongly measurable fm : .Q H B(.F, 9Y), such that 
mfn -fm II) --+ 0, c2.s n -+ co* 
6. There is a strongly measurable fm : D H B(X, “Y), such that 
JwfT& II> -+ Wfm II), as n - 00. 
7. There is a real integy~~e r~dom ~~~able such that jj f% ji < E(g j Z,J, 
a.e., for n > 1. 
&vzu~~. If 9Y has only the weak LR~-prope~y (cf. Definition 2. I), then the 
main convergence conclusion holds with ‘weakly’ a.e. If .%Y or 3’ is the scalars, 
the corresponding known results on vector-valued martingales are included 
here. 
Proof. If {fn I ‘G , n 2 I] is a strong martingale of operators, let 
v,V) = j fax dP, AEr;;,, XEZ”. (5-l) 
A 
Then for each x E 5, v;* : .& H %Y are vector measures such that v:+~ 12% = vpa”, 
and Ij yn2 Ij (Sz) = jn 1 fiLx I dP < K, < co, by hypothesis. Since W has the 
LRN-property, it follows from Theorem 4.5 that there exists a GY-valued 
Bochner integrable function g, such that fnx -+ g, , a.e. and lo 1 g, 1 dP < 
K, < 00. The mapping g : x w g, is evidently linear and bounded. An 
argument (cf., e.g. [7, pp. 264-2651) h s ows that gx = g, for almost all w. Since 
gz is strongly measurable, the operator function g is strongly measurable and, 
for almost all w, g : Q t-+ B(9, “(v). Setting g = fm , it follows that f,, -+ fm 
strongly, a.e. 
If 3 is separable, it should be shown that i]fn - fm /I is measurable and tends 
to zero. Now by the separability, there exists a denumerable dense set P = {x,J 
in %. Since faxi -+ fmki outside of a set Nsi such that P(N.*) = 0, let 
N=U+iV,+.ThenP(N)=O d an on 9 - N, fnx --t fmx pointwise for each 
x E 9Y. By [7, p. 1021, the separability of 9’ implies )I fn 11, 11 fm jl and llfn - fm 11 
are measurable o-functions. To show that Iifs - fm /j -+ 0, let c > 0 be given. 
Then for each n, there exists an x,~ E P, of unit norm, such that 
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On the other hand, by [lo, 11.1.171, limEJn(w) x = 0 uniformly in rz, for each 
w E Sz - iV, and that [lo, p. 601 ilfm(w)jI < lim, Ilfn(w)il < K, < CO. If 
r, = (xc”} C r, then f,,xEi --F fmxei, i = 1, 2 ,..., on (52 - N). So, by picking 
the diagonal sequence, it follows that ](fn - fm) x,fi jl + 0 on s2 - N. This 
and (5.2) imply on J’J - N, 
and since E > 0 is arbitrary the result follows. 
The equivalence of l.-7. can now be proved quickly with an application of the 
results of Propositions 2.4 and 4.7, and Lemma 4.3 and the Vitali theorem 
[lo, 111.6.151. The implications are proved in the order 1. o 2. o 3. o 4. 
and 2. * 7. and 2. 3 5. * 6. 3 2. Details are omitted. 
The following result, a consequence of the above theorem, corresponds to 
Corollary 4.8. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let S be separable and % be arbitrary B-spaces. If 
f : 52 w B(CE, %) is strongly measurable and integrable and if Z,, are increasing 
sub u-Jields of 2, let fn = S(f 1 Z,). Then there is a strongly measurable 
fm : Q t+ B(g, %) such that fn + fm strongly a.e., and 11 fn - fm 11 is measurable 
and tends to zero a.e., as n + CO. Moreover, there is a Young’s function @, with 
Q’(t) 7 00 as t f CO, and an 01~ > 1 such that 
E Q, llfn-fmll 
( ( )) 
+() , as n-+oo. 
010 
As earlier, if &, = u(lJn &), andf, = g(f I L), thenif,, G, 1 < n < a.+ 
is a strong martingale, and the result is a consequence of the preceding theorem. 
The LRN-property of % was needed only to obtain fm there. 
The following result on the decreasing indexed martingale can be similarly 
obtained. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let {fn , Z,, , n < -l} be a strong operator martingale 
on 52 H B(S, %) where Z, % are B-spaces of which % has the LRN-property. 
Then there exists fww : Sz H B(S, %) such that f,, -+ fm strongly a.e. If, moreover, 
S? is separable, {f,, , Zl, , - CO < n < -I} is a uniformly integrable strong 
martingale. 
6. Application 
In this section two results, based on the preceding work, will be given. The 
first one has some independent interest. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. Let (f,, , C,, , 1 < n < n,J be a strongly measurable 
operator ~~ti~ga~e (n, is Jinite or not) ~2 f2 F+ B(L?T, C?/) where 2” is a separable 
and CV is an arbitrary B-space. If also the reversed sequence {fn,-i+l , Zi , 1 < i c< n,} 
is a rnayti~gale~ where 2% is the smallest a-jfield relative to which {fn,-i+l , 1 < i < n> 
are strongly measurable, then fi = fi := _.’ = fO , a.e. so that the martingale is 
trivial. 
Proof. Since D is separable, (//f8 //, 2% , 1 ,< n < no> is a uniformly inte- 
grable submartingale. Hence by Theorem 5.1 there exists a Young’s function 
@, such that Q’(t) 7 00 as t 7 co, (@’ continuous) so that @(*) is strictly 
convex and supla E(cP(llfia 11)) = .?Z(@(,(l} fn,11)) < M). This implies, for m < n, 
@P(llfm II) < WWfn II) I J&J, a-e., (6.1) 
by the Jensen’s inequality, with strict inequality on a set of positive measure 
unless /I& jj = I! fm 11, a.e. Thus (6.1) yields 
w%llfm ii)) < wwfFz III) (64 
and since the reverse sequence satisfies the same hypothesis, (6.2) also holds 
with m, it interchanged. This is impossible unless j/ fnb j/ = /I fn //, a.e. Thus 
IIf1 II = llfi II = ... = I!fn, /I, a.e. 
Let g = /jf- 11, the common value. If g = 0, then there is nothing to prove. 
By eliminating the set where g = 0, it may be assumed for this proof that 
g > 0 a.e. Let or, = f,g-I, so that 01, : Q ++ B(S, g) and /i cy, /I = I, a.e. 
for all n. Since g is measurable relative to Z1 , it follows that for m < n 
Since g > 0, a.e., it foIIows that (oL,& , 2%) 1 < n < la,) is a martingale and, by 
a similar argument, it is also a reversed martingale. It remains to show that 01, 
does not depend on n. 
Suppose a, # ollL for some (m, n), on a set of positive measure. Then there 
exists x E 3 and y* E CV* such that y*((~~ - cu,)x # 0 on a set of positive 
probability. But / y*(olrax)i < j/y* jjll x j/ so that fy*arnx, 1 < n < nJ is a 
uniformly bounded set of random variables. Thus, assuming m < n, 
Oi~p(i~*(~~-4~/2dt-’ 
=: j, l~*(~u,x)l’ dp - jnY*(O”) E(Y*(~u~x) j ~~) dP 
- $, Y*(W) E(Y *(w> I &a) dp + j, EY “Cw)12 dp. (6.4) 
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But the right side is zero by the martingale and the reversed martingale 
properties. This contradiction proves that ~*(a, - 01,)x = 0, a.e. for all 
y* E ??J* and x E 3. It follows that /j ~1, - an jj = 0, a.e. so that oc, - a, = 0, 
a.e., all m, II. This completes the proof. 
beach. If !?Z” = ?!/ = scalars, this may be compared with [8, p. 3141 and 
f17, p. 977. As (6.4) h s ows, if the martingale of the proposition is square 
integrable, then the result follows trivially. 
The next result contains the result of [27] and is a consequence of the above 
work. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let (X,(t), t E T, n Z 0) be a family of real measurable 
stochastic processes such that X%(t) f OY n > 1, are independent and have zero 
means. If S,(t) = C”,, Xk(t), suppose E(j’= AXE) do) < 03 where p is a 
abbe on T and @ is a Young’s f~~t~~. Thea the foi~~~~g stat~ts are 
e~~vaZe~t, 
1. N@(S,(*) - X,(s)) --+ 0, a.e., as n -+ ~0. 
2. For each gE{g}CL’J’(T,p), (g(*), X0(.)- S,(.))+O a.e., where 
{ g} is a subset of Ly( T, p) that is norm determining for L@( T, CL), and where Y is 
complementary to @. 
If either (and hence both) holds, then there is a strictly convex Yozmg’s f~ncti~ 
QI such that QI’(t) p co as t p a3 fQI need not satisfy a dz-cozditiotz), arsd 
S,,(t) -+ X&t), a.e. and in @$-mean also. 
Proof. 1. 3 2. is a consequence of Holder’s inequality. 2. * I. Since 
E((g, S,)) = (g, E(S,)) = 0, and the random variable (g, S,) = Cz=, (g, X,} 
(and the right side are independent), it follows that E(( g, X0>) = 0, since 
{((g, S,)), n 3 l} is a martingale. Using the proof of [8, p. 3371, if 
FR = o(Xk(t), t E T, 1 & k < n), it is easy to see that E(( g, X0> ] &) = 
(g, S,>, a.e. This means, since the conditional expectation operator is a 
contraction, and g is nonstochastic, 
<g, -W% I %) - SJ = 0, ax., g E (g>. (6.5) 
But the set {g} C Ly( T, p) is norm-determining, so (6.5) implies E(X, 19%) = S,, 
a.e. Consequently, {S, , Fn , n >, l} is a uniformly integrable martingale, 
Since Xs EL~(Z, L@(T, p)), S, belongs to the same space and by Theorem 5.2 
it follows that S, + S, a.e. and, clearly, S, = X,-, strongly a.e. which implies 1. 
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By the same result, of Theorem 5.2, there exists a Young’s function dr, such that 
@i’(t) ,Z CO as t 7 co and also for some 01,, > 1 
E @ ( i ~&cl - %z> 1 % 1) 
+() 
, as n--+cO. 
This completes the proof. 
As regards the LRN-property, the following result will be useful in concrete 
applications. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let @ be a Young’s function and Y its complementary 
function. If Y is continuous, then the O&x space L@(sZ, Z, P) has the weak LRN- 
property. If Y is discontinuous (so it jumps to + 03 at aJinite point) and the measure 
P is nontrivial and not purely atomic so that L@(.Q, Z, P) is in$inite dimensional, 
then L4(Q, Z, /L) d oes not have (even the weak) LRN-property. If Y is continuous 
and (Q Z, P) is a separable measure space, and @ satisfies a AZ-condition then 
L@(Q, Z, P) has the (strong) LRN-property. 
The proof is based on the remark that if !P is continuous, then L@(Q Z, P) 
is the adjoint space of the B-space &P‘(Q, Z’, P) in the earlier notation. The 
positive conclusion follows from this and from well-known results in Orlicz 
space theory [12]. If Y is discontinuous, since P(Q) < co, then L”(Q, 2, P) = 
Li(Q, 2, P) and the topologies are equivalent, and the result then follows from 
the well-known negative result of the latter space. The details are easy con- 
sequences of these remarks. 
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